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Havit KB881L Mechanical Gaming Keyboard
The Havit KB881L is a mechanical gaming keyboard that combines style, performance, and durability,  making it  ideal for avid gamers
and  professionals  alike.  Its  RGB  backlighting,  advanced  roll-over  feature,  compact  design  with  68  keys,  separate  cable,  and  solid
construction are just some of its key features that make it a worthy choice for anyone seeking a reliable keyboard for intensive use.
 
RGB Backlighting
The  Havit  KB881L  keyboard  stands  out  with  19  pre-programmed rainbow backlighting  modes,  which  not  only  add  aesthetics  but  also
enhance usability in the dark. The colorful lights are not only pleasing to the eye but also allow for quick key orientation, which is crucial
during intense gaming sessions.
 
Roll-Over Feature
One  of  the  most  impressive  features  of  this  keyboard  is  its  advanced  roll-over  function.  It  allows  for  the  recognition  of  multiple  key
presses  at  the  same time,  which  is  essential  for  fast-paced  gaming.  This  feature  ensures  that  every  key  press  is  registered,  which  is
crucial for gamers who rely on speed and precision.
 
Compact Design
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The Havit  KB881L keyboard,  with its  68-key design,  takes up less space on the desk,  which is  incredibly  convenient.  Its  compact  size
makes it easier to organize your workspace while still offering all the essential features expected from a full-size keyboard.
 
Separate Cable
An  innovative  solution  is  the  use  of  a  separate  cable,  which  increases  mobility  and  simplifies  storage.  The  1.6-meter  USB-C  cable
provides  great  flexibility  in  positioning  the  keyboard  and  facilitates  its  transport,  which  is  particularly  useful  for  gamers  who  often
participate in tournaments.
 
Durability and Longevity
The Havit KB881L keyboard guarantees a long lifespan with an estimated durability of up to 8 million clicks. This is important for users
who expect  reliability  and durability  from their  equipment  even with  intensive use.  Additionally,  its  weight  of  555g speaks to  its  solid
construction, ensuring stability during use.
 
Additional Information
The keyboard has dimensions of 312 x 103 x 40mm, emphasizing its compact nature. It is powered by 5V±0.5V voltage with a current of
less than 180mA, indicating its energy efficiency. In addition to these features, the black color and stylish design make the Havit KB881L
keyboard visually and functionally attractive.
 
 
Brand Havit Model KB881L Color Black Backlighting Mixed Interface USB-C Dimensions 312 x 103 x 40mm Number of Keys 68 Roll-Over
Yes Operating Voltage 5V±0.5VOperating Current 

Preço:

Antes: € 30.996

Agora: € 26.49
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